Instructions
I have included two sets of cards. The first set can be used for Peces (Go Fish) and TPR.
The second set is for Memoria (Memory) to practice matching the Spanish vocabulary
word to the English translation. I haven’t created traditional flashcards (with Spanish on
one side and English on the other side) because Quizlet.com already has lots of flashcard
sets available there.
1. Cards for Peces (Go Fish) and TPR: Print slides 3 – 4 on one side. Make sure to have a
set of cards for each kid. Kids can draw a picture for each vocabulary word above the
word on the card or cut out pictures of the word from magazines/catalogues/pictures
found online. When you play Peces, make sure to use 2 sets of flashcards. You can always
play Memoria with this set too.
If you don’t want to print slide 4 because there’s only 3 cards, I don’t think you need to.
I tried to keep those cognates so kids should learn them through the other activities in
this lesson because they either are the same word like snowboard or similar to English.
2. Cards for Memoria (Memory): Print slides 5 - 12 double sided so the vocabulary will be
on one side and the decorated side on the other to keep the paper from being seethrough. This set is a good way to practice the vocabulary and check understanding.

Printing Notes
If possible, print on both sides of the paper. For my printer, I used the “flip paper on long
edges” option under print on both sides. If you’re not able to print on both sides, you can
either have a local office supply store print for you, manually put in the paper printing one
slide at a time and flipping the paper to print the other side, or laminate the pieces of
paper together.
If possible, laminating the cards will help them last longer. Here is a great video on
different, cheap ways to laminate at home from Do it on a Dime with Kathryn.
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